Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting Interim Meeting Minutes
Twentieth day Second month 2016 at New Garden Friends Meeting, Greensboro, NC
PFYM monthly meeting and worship group representatives and clerks in attendance:
Alice Carlton
Emilie Condon
Naveed Moeed
Marian Beane
Katherine Metzo
Julie Stafford
Debbie Parvin
Brianna Higgins

Chapel Hill Friends
Chapel Hill Friends
Chapel Hill Friends
Charlotte Friends
Charlotte Friends
Charlotte Friends
Fancy Gap Friends
New Garden Friends

Dot Mason, Clerk Nominating, New Garden
Chandlee White
New Garden Friends
Martin King
Raleigh Friends
Carol Morris
Raleigh Friends
John Shuford
Raleigh Friends
Christina Connell
Salem Creek Friends
Gary Hornsby
Salem Creek Friends

Other Friends joining us for this meeting were
Karin Honeycutt Heller, Religious Education Coordinator, New Garden Friends
Margaret Webb, Pastoral Minister, New Garden Friends
Virginia Driscoll, New Garden Friends
Ruth Moeller, Charlotte Friends
Christin Barnhardt, Salem Creek Friends
Zeb Elonzo Hornsby-Barnhardt (born January 11, 2016), Salem Creek Friends
Marian Beane, clerk, welcomed Friends and invited us to settle into worship. After a period of worship
we had a time of checking in and brief sharing of what was in our thoughts. We heard regrets from John
Cardarelli, Tony Lowe, and Doris Wilson.
Abingdon Friends. We were joined later in the morning by four Friends from Abingdon, VA meeting,
Kathy Walker, clerk, Terry Walker, treasurer, Mary Carberry and Steve McBrien. Abingdon is an
unprogrammed meeting affiliated with Baltimore Yearly Meeting (BYM) with a regular first day
attendance of 12-14. They are the farthest meeting south for Baltimore Yearly Meeting, 400 miles from
the yearly meeting offices, and an hour from the nearest BYM monthly meeting, in Floyd. This distance
is difficult for their meeting. They feel too far away to get the yearly meeting support they would hope
for, and want to explore whether affiliation with PFYM is an alternative they could consider. Our
Abingdon visitors brought greetings from Friends in their meeting with Greensboro and Raleigh
connections. Marian Beane informed them about PFF affiliation being required with PFYM affiliation and
other basic PFYM information, and invited their participation so we could all get to know each other.
Several PFYM Friends enjoyed lunchtime fellowship with the Abingdon visitors.

Today’s agenda was reviewed and agreed on with no additional items offered.
The Minutes of Interim Meeting on November 14, 2015, were considered and approved after two edits
were made. These minutes will be sent for posting on the PFF/YM website.
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Working Group Reports and Recommendations
PFYM Policies and Procedures Handbook (Christina Connell)
Christina expressed appreciation to the meetings that offered comments on the distributed
Handbook draft. In general, those comments were very favorable, thanking Friends for the work
done on the Handbook and saying that this document will be useful. There were also comments
pointing out typos and spacing problems. These comments were appreciated, and the errors noted
will be corrected. A third group of comments addressed concerns around particular areas of
substance, e.g., pointing out that there might be good reason to document information about Friends
under 18 years of age; need for a process for PFF meetings to join PFYM; and the value of including a
resources list and glossary. These items were also appreciated, and will be considered by the working
group as part of its ongoing work in the months after annual sessions.
Having now considered the PFYM Policies and Procedures Handbook in draft form, and having
distributed it to constituent monthly meetings and worship groups for their contributions to the
discernment, Friends approved Interim Meeting recommending the document as a whole to annual
sessions, seeking approval of this Handbook as a working document.
The working group will make editorial changes to prepare the document for annual sessions. Their
report at annual sessions will include the intended meaning of the term “working document,” making
it clear how meetings and worship groups can continue to engage in the process of Handbook
development.
There was indication that some meetings plan to give further consideration to the Handbook in
coming weeks, and they were advised that their input will be in good order, but will not be taken up
by the working group until after annual sessions.
Peace & Social Concerns Witness (Naveed Moeed and John Shuford)
Naveed and John reported that they have a framework and concept which have been refined through
reports to both Interim Meeting and PFF Representative Body, and reminded us that PFF
Representative Body warmly welcomed the report and the opportunity for joint participation.
However, at this time this working group is lacking the member participation needed to bring the
framework to implementation. It is their wish to have a breakout session during the Spring Retreat
weekend in order to bring their vision and ideas to a wider, interested audience. Their goal is to have
a wider working group to bring the project to implementation and actual functioning prior to the
2017 annual sessions.
Meeting approved a Peace and Social Concerns Witness report on this work describing the vision and
what is needed to carry it forward, with invitation for other Friends to join in that work in bringing it
to implementation. This report, to be presented during the 1st of the two annual sessions, will let
Friends know of any opportunity for further discussion during the weekend. Naveed and John as coclerks plan to explore the possibility of sharing a session with another breakout presenter.
Monthly Meeting/Worship Group Statistical and Status Report form (Brianna Higgins/Deb Parvin)
Friends considered a revised Statistical and Status Report draft Brianna and Deb had prepared in
response to guidance at our November meeting (attached).
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Friends approved recommending this Statistical and Status Report with the following additions:
1. Specifying the use of a sample month for reporting average attendance. Instructions
specifying the month and a method will be added to introduce that section of the form.
2. Clarification that the “others” referred to on the form should be those as defined by the
reporting meeting or worship group. This could be accomplished with a parenthetical phrase.
3. The period measured and reported by constituent meetings and worship groups will be the
calendar year, i.e., data from the year 2016 will be reported in early 2017.
4. A cover letter to accompany this form with the information that reports received will be
summarized and reported in summary form at annual sessions.
If meeting approves this recommendation at annual sessions, we will implement reports on 2016
data for 2017 annual sessions.

Proposed Interim Meeting message to Mother Emmanuel AME Church of Charleston (Emilie Condon)
Friends considered the draft letter prepared and presented by Emilie. It is her plan to carry this
communication and the gift of an angel vine plant to the church in person. Friends approved this plan,
and several Friends offering edits consulted with Emilie on her draft during the lunch hour. Emilie
reported on the revised draft after lunch, and that draft was approved for release for preparation and
delivery with the addition of a listing of our member meetings and worship groups under our presiding
clerk’s signature. The approved letter is attached.

Nominating Committee interim report (Dot Mason)
Dot reported that the nominating committee approved at our last meeting, including Vernie Davis,
Emilie Condon, Dee Edelman and Dot, have had face-to-face meetings and shared many emails since
November. They are seeking nominees for the positions of Assisting Clerk, Recording Clerk, and Clerk of
the Communications Committee. The committee now has nominees who have agreed to serve if
approved for Recording Clerk and Clerk of the Communications Committee.
The committee continues to seek a Friend for the Assisting Clerk position, and asked for suggestions
those present might have for this position. They reminded us that this is a 4-year commitment: the first
year is a learning year as assistant to the presiding clerk; in years two and three the person in this
position serves as the Presiding Clerk; and in year four this person is again assistant clerk, assisting the
succeeding presiding clerk. The committee is working with two guidelines: 1) to have different
meetings represented among these positions; and 2) to maintain some continuity from one set of clerks
to another.

Naming Committee Report (Dot Mason for John Cardarelli)
Dot reported for John that the naming committee is bringing forth the name of Ruth Moeller from
Charlotte Friends for a position as member of the Nominating Committee. Ruth’s service is to begin
after annual sessions. Friends approved Ruth for Nominating Committee, with gratitude.
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Dot also reported that Nominating Committee will work on the terms of service for members of their
committee to achieve staggered terms as detailed in the PFYM Policies and Procedures Handbook.

Presiding Clerk’s Report and Related Items (Marian Beane)
Travel among Friends in Africa
Marian’s report (attached) described her recent trip to Kenya and South Africa, stating in part, “As
we traveled throughout Western Kenya we were warmly welcomed by Friends and friends
regardless of their circumstances. The many Friends Churches and schools for children and youth
were reminders of the significant impact that Quakers have had over the years in this region and
that continues today. “
Guilford College Quaker Archives to be repository for PFYM records
Marian Beane passed on to us helpful communication from Gwen Ericksen on Guilford College's
relationships with monthly and yearly meetings for the purpose of maintaining their respective
records. Friends approved recommending to annual sessions that PFYM join in relationship with
Guilford College Quaker Archives to be the repository for PFYM records, and to work with PFF to
determine what financial contribution could be made to support their archives.
PFF funds available to support PFYM activity
Marian Beane reports that she requested of John Hunter that PFF Representative Body consider
whether minimal funds from PFF could be made available to PFYM. Representative Body approved
this request. The process in place is for PFYM needs for funds to be requested through our presiding
clerk, who will approach PFF.
It was suggested that IM consider developing a budget and approaching PFF to fund our budget.
Friends agreed to put this consideration on the IM agenda for full discernment next year.

Consideration of Quaker organizations for affiliation
In November, Interim Meeting reached agreement to recommend at annual sessions yearly meeting
affiliation with up to three of the following Quaker organizations: American Friends Service Committee
(AFSC), Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL), Friends World Committee for Consultation
(FWCC), Quaker Earthcare Witness (QEW), and Quaker House. We agreed to work individually on
discernment among these five organizations, guided by queries to consider which are right for PFYM at
this time in terms of what the organization has to offer us and what we would be able to bring to that
body. If we affiliate, it would be to support the work, but not with a financial contribution at this time. It
was noted that most of our meetings and many individuals in our meetings regularly contribute to these
organizations.
Taking up this concern, each organization was discussed. We noted our strong connection with Quaker
House, “a child of PFF”, and also the fact that PFYM already has affiliation with Quaker House through
PFF.
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FWCC accepts representatives only from yearly meetings, so FWCC affiliation would be a contribution
we could make to our Friends community. Friends noted that this would give us a strong connection,
particularly to the western hemisphere through the FWCC Section of the Americas.
FCNL’s role is to lobby Congress, bringing Quaker and religious principles to bear on legislation. In recent
years they have intensified their efforts to build lobbying groups among yearly meetings. Each affiliating
yearly meeting is allowed up to six General Committee representatives, and FCNL is strengthened by
increased participation in the General Committee. Among PFYM member meetings are usually 2-3 atlarge members of FCNL General Committee. PFYM affiliation would give opportunity for a greater voice
for Friends in PFYM to speak to federal legislation. A financial contribution from the yearly meeting is
not necessary.
Strong feeling was expressed that AFSC should be included in our recommendations because of their
service. We understand that AFSC affiliation does not allow a yearly meeting positions on a board, but
belief was expressed that affiliation would bolster PFYM credibility as an organization that supports
peace and social witness. Friends have heard that AFSC would welcome affiliation from our yearly
meeting.
Friends feel that the work of QEW is vital, but our sense was that affiliation with three organizations was
as much as we should take on at this time, and that FCNL, FWCC, and AFSC would cover a broad
spectrum of Quaker witness. We would hope to be able to advocate for QEW concerns through FCNL
affiliation, and would like to keep QEW on our list for future affiliation when time feels right.
Friends approved recommending to annual sessions affiliation with FWCC, FCNL, and AFSC, noting that
these affiliations would support the P&SC Witness planned structure, and provide an asset toward the
mission of the yearly meeting.

Review 2016 Annual Sessions plans
Clerk presented a draft agenda with the proposed order and business for the annual sessions to be held
on March 12 in two sessions, 1:30 – 3:15 and 4:30 – 6:15 pm. (attached). We reviewed the draft in
detail, and were in easy unity with this plan. We agreed on the following:









The Peace and Social Concerns Witness report will be moved to the first session
Epistle Committee names will be presented in the first session
Roll call should take place by monthly meeting/worship group in the interest of time
Attendance sheets will include name, signature, meeting and email contact, as they did last year
Advance documents are asked to be sent to the recording clerk Julie Stafford by March 5
(maryju@bellsouth.net). She will assure uniform formatting of those documents.
Recording clerk will forward the advance documents to Chandlee White for posting on the
PFF/YM website
Recording clerk will forward the advance documents to Naveed Moeed by March 10 for
duplication and creation of packets to be available at the PFF Spring Retreat registration table
All pieces of the Handbook draft will be included, as Friends will be asked to approve the whole
document as a working document; 20 copies will be printed for availability at annual sessions
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We agreed we would like a group photo. Deb Parvin will ask last year’s photographer, Tom
Lassiter, if he could be available. John Shuford volunteered to be the back-up photographer.

Names for Epistle Committee
Marian Beane suggested Julie Stafford to anchor the Epistle Committee, and asked for names of two
others for that committee. Marian suggested a process of listening throughout the weekend, and
particularly to reflections offered in the second session, in order to gather and articulate a sense of the
Spring Retreat and yearly meeting sessions. Epistle development will be recommended to be released to
the committee after annual sessions, to prepare the Epistle for seasoning and approval for distribution
in the June Interim Meeting. Friends approve of proceeding in this way, and that the epistle be sent to
email contacts of all present at the time of distribution. The names of Doug Jenette, clerk of Raleigh
Friends, and Tom Munk, clerk of Chapel Hill Friends were lifted up, and representatives from those
meetings will discuss this service with those Friends.

Next Meeting
The next Interim Meeting date was set for June 11th at New Garden Meeting, with our usual time frame
gathering at 9:00, for a 10:00 start.

Joint Meeting with PFF Representatives
Friends agreed on Saturday, August 20 for a joint meeting date with PFF Representative Body at Raleigh
Friends Meeting as indicated on the PFF calendar.

Brief notes
-We are reminded to pass on information for registering for the PFF Spring Retreat and annual sessions.
-Chandlee White will set up a gmail address for the yearly meeting, which can be placed on the Statistics
and Status Report form and on the PFF/YM website.
-Emilie Condon offered an angel vine plant to New Garden Friends future planting, which Margaret
Webb gratefully accepted. Another plant will be given to Mother Emmanuel Church.
-On a recent trip to the UK, Naveed Moeed met with Friends from Reading and Oxfordshire monthly
meetings. They send greetings and encouragement to our nacent yearly meeting.
With shared thanks among all for participation and spirit, and for all we’ve accomplished during this,
our first year together, we settled out in worship.
Julie Stafford, recording clerk
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Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting’s
Annual Status Report Form
March 2016 – March 2017
Each year, the Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting (PFYM) collects information from its member
meetings. This information will be used only for the purpose of PFYM business, in communications
and in supporting the spiritual life of our member communities. We have provided the information
we already have about your Monthly Meeting/Worship Group (MM/WG). Please review and make
any changes as necessary.

Spiritual Condition
PFYM respectfully requests that you attach your MM/WG’s Spiritual Condition Report, if you have
one. The questions below are provided to help you get started on the group work of reflection. Your
Spiritual Condition might address these questions, but may be submitted in any format, with
additional issues, information, or discernment.
1.
2.
3.
4.

How have you experienced the working of the Spirit this year?
How does your MM/WG reach out to others?
What challenges has your MM/WG faced this past year?
Tell us about any leadings that your MM/WG has that you are excited about, ambivalent
about, or challenged by.
5. How does your MM/WG reflect the diversity it seeks? How have you celebrated or been
challenged by the diversity that you aspire to?
6. What kind of support would your MM/WG like to see from PFYM?
7. Share any additional information that you would like PFYM to know about your MM/WG?

Communications
We’d like to stay in touch with your MM/WG. Please provide any of the following information as
applies:
Physical Address:

Mailing Address (if different):

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

Phone:

___________________________

Email:

______________________________________

Website:

______________________________________

Day and time of Meeting for Worship:

______________________________________

Day and time of First Day School:

______________________________________
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Please provide the names and contact information for each of the following people. Indicate
whether Email or Phone is their preferred method of contact. If such position does not exist,
indicate as N/A.
Pastoral Minister:
Name:

______________________________________

Email:

________________________________________________

Phone:

________________________________________________

Clerk of MM/WG:
Name:

______________________________________

Email:

________________________________________________

Phone:

________________________________________________

Recording Clerk:
Name:

______________________________________

Email:

________________________________________________

Phone:

________________________________________________

Web Friend:
Name:

______________________________________

Email:

________________________________________________

Phone:

________________________________________________

Clerk of Ministry & Counsel (or equivalent) Committee:
Name:

______________________________________

Email:

________________________________________________

Phone:

________________________________________________

Clerk of Peace & Social Concerns (or equivalent) Committee:
Name:
Email:

________________________________________________

Phone:

________________________________________________

Clerk or Representative for Religious Education Committee:
Name:
Email:

______________________________________
________________________________________________
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________________________________________________

Phone:

Other Leadership Positions (specify title or role in MM/WG):
Role: ____________________________
Name: ______________________________________
Contact: ________________________________________________
Role: ____________________________
Name: ______________________________________
Contact: ________________________________________________

Membership Demographics
Tell us a little bit about your demographics:






What is your average attendance at Meeting for Worship? ________
How many people are members of your MM/WG? ________
Please attach a list of births and deaths of members and active attenders this past year.
How many members have transferred in ________ and out ________ of your MM/WG this
year?
How many members AND actively participating attenders fall into each of the following
categories? Feel free to provide estimates or approximations.

Age Group
Infant/Toddler:

________

Elementary:

________

Middle/High School:

________

18-35:

________

35-65:

________

65+:

________

Please complete and return this
form as an attachment to:
[address and deadline to be
determined prior to
distribution]
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2-28-2016

Dearest Members of Mother Emanuel AME Church,
We the Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, comprised of seven
monthly Quaker meetings and worship groups in Virginia, North and South Carolina, extend heartfelt
greetings, and extend to you all our profound sorrow, gratitude and respect.
With appreciation to historian Dr. Carter G. Woodson’s guidance 90 years ago, we all come together at
least annually to recognize the achievements and gifts of Black Americans. And just last summer we as
a nation of diverse peoples were shown Grace by Emanuel AME Church’s tender example.
Out of the horror of the tragic loss of nine of your dear ones, the congregation of Mother Emanuel
guided us all toward the Light. Your example of Spirit grows all our souls, for we are directed by your
Christ-guided example of forgiveness. Though we are taught to forgive, too rarely do we so respond.
We are both moved and instructed by your forgiveness of the young man to whom you gave safe harbor
and refuge, and upon whom even in his broken actions bathed in God’s mercy through your actions.
The response of Mother Emanuel’s children brings presence to the 1693 words of Friend William Penn,
“Force may subdue, but Love gains.” These words as lived by Pennsylvania-born Friend Bayard Rustin
of Dr. King’s staff aided in his organizing a peaceful 8-28-1963 March on Washington. “If we desire a
society of peace, then we cannot achieve such a society through violence:” Friend Bayard’s words,
Mother Emanuel’s example to us all.
“Let us see then try what Love will do,”
Peace be the journey.
In the Light, with gratitude,
Marian Beane, Clerk
Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting
Representing:
Chapel Hill Friends Meeting, Charlotte Friends Meeting, Fancy Gap Friends Meeting, New Garden
Friends Meeting, Raleigh Friends Meeting, Salem Creek Friends Meeting and Upstate Worship Group
Address: 1429 Pecan Avenue #2, Charlotte, NC 28205
Tele: 704 568 6920; Email: pfym2016@gmail.com

Presiding Clerk’s Report to Interim Meeting Feb 20, 2016
Regarding my visit among Friends in Kenya and South Africa
During my African travels with two for my brothers and sister-in-law this January and February I
had the opportunity to worship with Friends in Nairobi, Kaimosi and Johannesburg and to bring
greetings and encouragement from Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting. It was a return visit to
Kenya for my brother Dan who had taught agriculture at Chavakali Boys School from 1961-64
and returned several times after with his family. I had taught English at the Friends Bible
Institute in Kaimosi for one term in 1970 following my 2 years of service in Ramallah. Nairobi
Friends (unprogrammed) meet for worship in a building adjacent to the very large (several
hundred) and lively (music, praise, vocal prayer, preaching) Friends Church. The quite small
meeting is involved in refugee work and with inner city concerns. Worship at the Kaimosi
Friends Girls High School was lively as 900 girls filled the dining hall and raised their voices in
song and praise. While in the Kaimosi area we also joined morning worship at the Friends Bible
Institute and visited three of the Quaker women’s projects that have received grants from Right
Sharing of World Resources. As we traveled throughout Western Kenya we were warmly
welcomed by Friends and friends regardless of their circumstances. The many Friends Churches
and schools for children and youth were reminders of the significant impact that Quakers have
had over the years in this region and that continues today. Johannesburg Friends meet on the
University of Witswatersrand (inner city) campus. On the Sunday of my visit there were some
15 in attendance with six being young adult visitors wanting to know more about Quakers. The
meeting feels the challenge of aging members and yearns for younger voices and presence. I
received a copy of the Yearly Meeting’s Quaker Faith and Practice entitled ‘Living
Adventurously’.
Regarding shared financial support of PFF and PFYM: At its January 2016 meeting the PFF
representative body agreed that on budgetary matters the PFF/YM relationship document
recognizes that PFF and PFYM currently share budget resources. With this understanding minor
expenses by PFYM at least for the new few years will be able to be met by PFF through its
budget.
Regarding Guilford College Quaker archives: I have spoken with John Hunter regarding the
financial contribution that was suggested by Gwen Ericksen. While PFF has not had this in its
budget John is open to making a financial contribution from PFF funds in keeping with the
agreed understanding on shared financial support as mentioned above. I hope to have more
clarification on the requested minute for initiating PFYM’s relationship with Guilford College
Quaker archives in order that IM can prepare a draft minute for consideration at annual sessions
in March.
Regarding joint meeting of PFF reps and PFYM IM: We previously agreed that we would plan to
meet with the PFF reps in this coming year. The recommended for this meeting s August 20
with the alternate date being June 5th

2016 Annual Sessions Review & Preparations
(Revised per Interim Meeting discernment and decisions on 2 20 16)

1. Time Frame: 1:30 to 6:00 p.m. on Saturday (3/12)
Retreat Schedule has 1:30-3:15; 4:30-6:15 with Quaker presentations from 3:15-4:15 (Quaker
House, AFSC, FGC)

2. Proposed order for sessions & business
1st session: Settle into worship,
- Reading of PFYM Vision Statement
- Welcome, Roll call of MM/WG’s, introduction of visitors
- Review of order of our work & approval of agenda
- Presiding Clerk message & report including review of year & Interim Meeting activity
- First reading of Interim Meeting recommendations on
*PFYM Handbook (proposed)
* Monthly Meeting Statistics & Status Report form (proposed)
* Quaker organizations for yearly meeting affiliation
* Guilford College Quaker Archives as repository for PFYM records
- Report from Peace & Social Concerns Witness Working Group on ‘ concerned Friend’ program
2nd session: -Settle into worship
- Out of the silence hear & receive meeting responses to query: What has been most on the hearts
your meeting this year
- Nominating Committee report
- Second reading of recommendations on PFYM Handbook & Monthly Meeting Statistics/Status (
as needed)
- Other concerns
- Reflections for inclusion in yearly meeting epistle message
- Settling out worship

3. Advance Documents
-

PFYM Handbook (proposed)
MM Statistics & Status Report Form (proposed)
Peace & Social Concerns Witness report
Presiding Clerk’s annual report
Quaker organizations recommended for affiliation

4. Preparation Tasks (date)
-

Advance message on annual sessions (agenda) & related documents to meeting clerks (Marian)
Preparation of respective reports (see above) (to be posted on PFF/YM web page?)
Compilation of meetings’ response to query (Julie)
Packets to include agenda and all advance reports (Naveed) (available at registration
Naming of Epistle committee
Identifying a photographer (?)

PFF/YM REGISTRATION PROGRAM
http://piedmontfriendsfellowship.org/welcome/retreat-info/pff-spring-retreat-and-pfym-annualsessions/

